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1 Introduction

The search for thermal relic Weakly Interacting Massive Particle (WIMP) dark matter has

a long history, particularly within models of weak-scale supersymmetry (SUSY) [1, 2]. Such

models can furnish both signatures of new physics at the TeV scale and a viable candidate

for dark matter (DM). Collider, direct detection and indirect detection searches for Minimal

Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) dark matter particles have limited the vanilla

parameter space [3, 4] and weaken the strong tie between WIMP dark matter and the

SUSY framework. Outside of weak-scale SUSY models, there is no specific reason for dark

matter to have mass near 100GeV. Fortunately, the “WIMP miracle” provides guidance

for the plausible region of dark matter mass and interaction strength [5]. Since even the

discovery of dark matter from multiple experimental probes is unlikely to immediately tell

us the underlying framework, in this paper we concentrate on a class of simplified dark

matter models, which serves as a phenomenological bridge between experiments and a deep

underlying theory.

There have been a number of recent studies of simplified dark matter models with

the emphasis on the complimentarity from different experimental searches [6–13]. Most

of those studies have concentrated on dark matter interactions with the quarks of the

Standard Model (SM), which leads to a new framework for interpretation of LHC and

direct detection searches in terms of dark matter properties. For instance, in ref. [8] the

signature of two jets plus missing transverse energy has been studied within the context
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of Quark Portal dark matter models, which is a class of simplified models in which dark

matter particles and mediators interact with a single quark. In this paper, following our

previous study in ref. [8], we concentrate on the lepton sector and study a class of Lepton

Portal dark matter models. In these models, there are two new particles in the dark matter

sector with the lightest one being the dark matter candidate, which must be a singlet under

electromagnetism and color. The other particle plays the role of mediator and connects

the dark matter particle to the leptons. In the models we consider, to conserve the SM

gauge symmetry, the mediator particle should be charged under the electroweak symmetry.

For the dark matter interactions to be renormalizable, the mediator must have the same

quantum numbers as the left-handed lepton weak doublet or the right-handed charged

leptons. In our study, we consider only the latter case for simplicity. It is worth noting

that this structure differs from models that admit s-channel DM annihilation. In those

models, the mediator can be a SM gauge singlet, as in Z ′-mediated leptophilic models for

example [14–16].

Compared to Quark Portal dark matter models, Lepton Portal dark matter models

have totally different phenomenology at the three frontiers of the search for WIMP dark

matter. For direct detection, unlike the Quark Portal case, dark matter particles do not

directly couple to target nuclei at tree level. At one loop, the dark matter can couple

to the photon through various electromagnetic moments, which generates the dominant

interaction with the target nucleus. The latest LUX results from ref. [17] can constrain

a large portion of parameter space for Dirac fermion or complex scalar dark matter. For

indirect detection, dark matter particle annihilation can generate electrons or positrons

with a harder spectrum than the Quark Portal case. Hence, the electron and positron flux

measurement from AMS-02 in refs. [18, 19] becomes relevant for the Lepton Portal models.

At colliders, the Quark Portal models have a larger signal production but also a larger

QCD background. In the Lepton Portal models, the dark matter mediator particles can be

pair produced via off-shell photons or Z bosons. The corresponding collider signature is

two same-flavor charged leptons plus missing transverse energy. Because both ATLAS and

CMS collaborations at the LHC can make very good measurements of charged lepton mo-

menta, the signature of dilepton plus missing transverse energy could serve as the discovery

channel for dark matter particles. Therefore, we pay more attention to understanding and

optimizing the key kinematic variables and work out the sensitivity at the 14TeV LHC.

Colliders can cover the light dark matter mass region beyond the direct and indirect

detection sensitivity. This is simply due to different kinematics for different probes. For the

three categories of dark matter particles: Majorana fermion, Dirac fermion and complex

scalar, we have found that the 14TeV LHC has a much better reach than the direct de-

tection experiments for the Majorana fermion and complex scalar cases. For the Majorana

case, the dark matter scattering cross section is suppressed by the dark matter velocity

and predicts a very small rate for direct detection experiments. For the complex scalar

case, the dark matter fermion partner has a large production cross section at the LHC and

a high discovery probability at the LHC.

Our paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the Lepton Portal class

of simplified models. We determine the allowed parameter space for dark matter to be
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a thermal relic in section 3. The direct detection will be covered in section 4, where we

perform loop-level calculations to determine the dark matter elastic scattering cross section.

In section 5, we work out constraints on model parameter space from the AMS-02 positron

and electron flux measurement. We then perform a collider study for the sensitivity at

the 14TeV LHC with 100 fb−1 and present summary plots in section 6. We conclude

in section 7.

2 A simplified dark matter model: the Lepton Portal

In order for SM leptons to be a portal to the dark sector, there must be at least two

particles, one fermion and one boson, in the dark sector. For simplicity, we assume that

there is a Z2 symmetry under which the dark sector particles are odd which stabilizes

dark matter. The lighter Z2 odd particle is the dark matter candidate. For the fermonic

dark matter case, we will consider both Majorana and Dirac fermions because they have

different annihilation and direct detection features. For the bosonic dark matter case, we

only consider the complex scalar case, ignoring the real scalar case, which has suppressed

direct detection rates [20]. In this paper, we only consider the right-handed leptons as

the portal particles. The left-handed lepton case requires the dark matter partner to be a

weak doublet for renormalizable couplings and hence more degrees of freedom. The extra

mediator degree of freedom would be a singlet under the electromagnetic symmetry. The

phenomenology associated with the charged component of the mediator is similar to that

of a mediator coupling to right-handed leptons. There are additional potential collider

signatures involving both mediators such as multi-lepton plus MET. In general, the weak

doublet mediator models will be more constrained by collider searches than the models

considered below.

For fermonic (Dirac or Majorana) dark matter, χ, the partner is a scalar, φ, with

an electric charge +1. The renormalizable operators for the dark matter coupling to the

right-handed leptons are

Lfermion ⊃ λiφiχLe
i
R + h.c. , (2.1)

where ei = e, µ, τ are the charged leptons. The dark matter mass mχ is smaller than its

partner mass mφ such that φi has a decay branching ratio Br(φi → χ + ēi) = 100%. For

a complex scalar dark matter particle, X, the partner is a Dirac fermion, ψ, with electric

charge −1 and the interactions

Lscalar ⊃ λiXψiLe
i
R + h.c. . (2.2)

Again, we have Br(ψi → X + ei) = 100%.

To simplify our discussion, we define the Yukawa couplings in eqs. (2.1) and (2.2)

to be in the charged-lepton mass eigenstates, so there are no new contributions to the

flavor violating processes from the dark matter sector. This assumption can easily be

arranged by implementing Minimal Flavor Violation (MFV) in the lepton sector [21]. Under

the MFV assumption and to leading order in the lepton Yukawa matrices, the couplings
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could be made proportional to the charged lepton Yukawa matrix Yℓ or to combinations

of the identity and Y †
ℓ Yℓ. Various model-dependent neutrino flavor structures could also

be inserted, but they can be highly suppressed as in models of with Dirac neutrinos.

Ultimately, MFV is sufficient in the lepton sector to fully eliminate contributions to lepton

flavor violation. We defer a more complete study of various neutrino Yukawa insertion to

future work.

In the following study, we will consider one flavor at one time. This assumption can

easily be arranged for electron and tau coupling. For the muon case, it is trickier to ar-

range such a setup. In fact, the muon-like mediator would generally be degenerate with

the electron mediator within MFV setups. Our results in that case give conservative,

phenomenology-based sensitivity, while remaining agnostic to the flavor structure of cor-

responding full theories. Combinations of two or three flavors can be worked out based

on the results for an individual flavor. For each flavor, we have only three parameters:

the dark matter mass, its partner mass and the coupling strength. We will work out the

standard dark matter phenomenology including thermal relic abundance, direct detection,

indirect detection and collider searches, in sequence.

3 Relic abundance

Starting with the fermonic dark matter case, the main annihilation channel is χχ→ eiei for

Dirac fermion dark matter. The dominant contribution to the annihilation cross-section is

1

2
(σv)χχ̄Dirac =

1

2

[

λ4m2
χ

32π(m2
χ +m2

φ)
2
+ v2

λ4m2
χ(−5m4

χ − 18m2
χm

2
φ + 11m4

φ)

768π(m2
χ +m2

φ)
4

]

≡s+ p v2, (3.1)

where v is the relative velocity of two dark matter particles and is typically 0.3 c at the

freeze-out temperature and 10−3 c at present. We have neglected lepton masses and use

λ to represent λe, λµ, λτ for different flavors. Throughout our calculation, we consider

only coupling to one flavor at a time. The factor of 1/2 in eq. (3.1) accounts for the fact

that Dirac dark matter is composed of both a particle and an anti-particle. For Majorana

fermion dark matter, the annihilation rate only contains a p-wave contribution at leading

order in the limit of zero lepton masses

(σv)χχMajorana = v2
λ4m2

χ (m
4
χ +m4

φ)

48π (m2
χ +m2

φ)
4

≡ p v2 . (3.2)

For complex scalar dark matter, the annihilation rate of XX† → eiei is also p-wave sup-

pressed and given by

1

2
(σv)XX

†

complex scalar =
1

2

[

v2
λ4m2

X

48π (m2
X +m2

ψ)
2

]

≡ p v2 . (3.3)

Following the same relic abundance calculation in ref. [8], we show the parameter space

for a relic abundant dark matter for Dirac fermion, Majorana fermion and complex scalar

cases in figure 1. We have neglected the co-annihilation effects when the mediator and
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Figure 1. Parameter space of a thermal dark matter for (a) Dirac fermion, (b) Majorana fermion

and (c) complex scalar.

dark matter masses are degenerate (see refs. [22, 23] for studies on the co-annihilation

region in supersymmetry models). We expect that within the region where the mediator

and DM are nearly degenerate, coannihilation effects will lead to a line in parameter space

up to large dark matter masses where DM can be a thermal relic. While colliders have

difficulty probing this region of parameter space (monojet plus MET searches will be the

most sensitive ones), direct detection experiments should be sensitive. Unlike in the case

of the quark portal, however, there is no resonant enhancement of the direct detection

cross-section in the degenerate region. As one can see from figure 1, the Dirac fermion

case has heavier allowed dark matter masses compared to the other two cases for a fixed

value of λ.

4 Dark matter direct detection

Since the dark matter particle only interacts with leptons at tree-level, direct detection of

dark matter in underground experiments requires either that dark matter scatter off elec-

trons in the target at tree level [24] or off nucleons at one-loop level. Because of the electron

wave-function suppression, the dominant contribution in Lepton Portal models still comes

from one-loop process with a virtual photon coupling to nucleus. A representative Feynman

diagram is shown in figure 2. There is also a similar diagram with a Z-boson exchange,

but that process faces an additional q4/m4
Z suppression and is negligible. Since DM is

an SM gauge singlet within the lepton portal framework, no other tree-level interactions

are possible.

Since dark matter couples to photons at one-loop level, we will first identify the relevant

effective operators and then perform an explicit calculation to match the coefficients of the

effective operators. To understand the physical meanings of those operators, we will also

identify the dark matter electromagnetic moments for different operators in appendix A.

For the Dirac fermion case, there are two dimension-six operators1 generated at one

1Note that, in principle, there are chirally suppressed dimension-five magnetic dipole operators. Such

operators are contained in the operator ODirac
1 of eq. (4.1). Using the dark matter equation of motion, one

can derive the coefficient of the nominally dimension-five magnetic-dipole operator, which is proportional

to mχ/m
2
φ.
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Figure 2. A representative Feynman diagram for dark matter scattering off nucleus via exchanging

photon at loop level. Other diagrams can have the charged lepton connect to a photon.

loop by which dark matter intercts with photons. They are

ODirac
1 =

[

χγµ(1−γ5)∂νχ+ h.c.
]

Fµν , ODirac
2 =

[

i χγµ(1−γ5)∂νχ+ h.c.
]

Fαβǫµναβ , (4.1)

which yield charge-charge interactions as the leading interactions between dark matter

and nuclei [25]. These operators contain the charge radius, electromagnetic anapole, and

magnetic dipole moments of the Dirac dark matter. For the Majorana fermion case, only

one chiral structure of the bi-fermion part exists. It seems that one has two dimension-six

operators at one-loop with the forms

OMajorana
1 =

[

−χγµγ5∂νχ+ h.c.
]

Fµν , OMajorana
2 = [i χγµ∂νχ+ h.c.]Fαβǫµναβ . (4.2)

However, one can use the Chisholm identity to prove that OMajorana
2 = −2OMajorana

1 (see

appendix A for further details).2 Therefore, we only have a single dimension-six operator for

the Majorana fermion case. This operator can be matched to the electromagnetic anapole

moment of dark matter coupling to the current from the target in the non-relativistic limit

(for general discussion about anapole dark matter see refs. [26, 27] and especially ref. [28]

for clarifying a mistake in ref. [27].).

In the Lepton Portal model, the single-flavor contribution to the effective operator in

the Lagrangian is calculated and is given by

L ⊃ c1O1 + c2O2 , with c1 ≡
−λ2 e

64π2m2
φ

[

1

2
+

2

3
ln

(

m2
ei

m2
φ

)]

, c2 ≡
−λ2 e

64π2m2
φ

1

4
, (4.3)

for both Dirac and Majorana cases.3 For muon and tau cases, we use the masses for

mei . For the electron case, for which the lepton mass is below the exchange momentum

of the scattering process, one should replace mei by the exchange momentum |~q| with
~q2 = 2µ2χT v

2(1 − cos θ) = O(10 − 100)MeV depending on the dark matter mass. Here,

µχT is the reduced mass of the dark matter-nucleus system; θ is the scattering angle in the

center-of-mass frame; v is the dark matter velocity in the lab frame.

2We thank Wai-Yee Keung for cross checking this point.
3We have checked our formulas against ref. [25] and agree with their calculation.
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For the Dirac dark matter case, neglecting the form factors on the dark matter side,

we still have two different moments for photon coupling to the nucleus in the target. Since

the charge and magnetic dipole moment parts have different form factors, we keep track

of those parts in our calculation. For the spin-independent coupling to the charge of the

nucleus, the differential scattering cross section in the recoil energy, ER = |~q|2/2mT , at the

leading order in v2 is

dσET
dER

=

[

c21 e
2 Z2 mT

2πv2
+ c22 e

2 Z2

(

4m2
χ

πER
−

2m2
χmT

πµ2χT v
2

)]

F 2
E(q

2) , (4.4)

where Z is the charge of the target nucleus and FE(q
2) is the electric form factor of the

target nucleus.4 For the coupling to the nuclear magnetic dipole moment, we obtain a

differential cross section

dσMT
dER

= c22 e
2 4

π

m2
χ

mT v2
m2
Tλ

2
T

m2
Nλ

2
N

JT + 1

3JT
F 2
M (q2) . (4.5)

Here, λN = e/2mN is the nuclear magneton; mN is the nucleon mass; λT is the target

nucleus magnetic moment; JT is the spin of the target nucleus; FM (q2) is the form factor

of the nucleus magnetic dipole moment. For the Xenon element, the two most abundant

and stable isotopes have λT /λN (
129
54 Xe) = −0.778 with JT (

129
54 Xe) = 1/2 and an abun-

dance of 26.40% and λT /λN (
131
54 Xe) = +0.692 with JT (

131
54 Xe) = 3/2 and an abundance

of 21.23% [29] (see ref. [30] for a collection of nuclear magnetic moments for more ele-

ments in direct detection experiments). Comparing eqs. (4.4), (4.5), one can see that the

magnetic moment part is sub-leading compared to the charge part for a light dark mat-

ter because of the mχ/mT and |c2/c1| ∼ 1/40(1/20) suppression factors for muon(tau).

Keeping the leading and first term in eq. (4.4), we have the same v2 dependence as the

spin-independent scattering. We obtain approximate results for dark matter-nucleus and

dark matter-nucleon scattering cross sections as

σχT = c21 e
2 Z2

µ2χT
π

, σχN = c21 e
2 Z2

µ2χN
A2 π

, (4.6)

where µχN is the reduced mass of the dark matter-nucleon system. Using the LUX re-

sult [17], we show the constrains on the model parameter space in figure 6 using Z = 54

and A = 129.

For the Majorana fermion case, the dimension-six operators in eq. (4.2) couple to the

charge and the magnetic dipole moment of the nucleus. The differential cross section in

ER is suppressed by an additional power of v2 compared to the Dirac fermion case and

leads a weak direct detection signals. The form for the charge part is

dσET
dER

= (c1 − 2c2)
2 e2 Z2 mT

4π

(

2− mT ER
µ2χT v

2

)

F 2
E(q

2) . (4.7)

4Our result is different from ref. [25]. We don’t have a term proportional c1c2 because the dark matter

(a point-like particle) charge and magnetic-dipole moment parts should be summed together in the matrix

element calculation and their c1c2 terms cancel each other.
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The dipole moment part has

dσMT
dER

= (c1 − 2c2)
2 e2

1

2π

ER
v2

m2
Tλ

2
T

m2
Nλ

2
N

JT + 1

3JT
F 2
M (q2) , (4.8)

which agrees with the results in ref. [28] and disagrees with ref. [27], which used the same

form factors for charge and magnetic dipole interactions. For the typical direct detection

experiments, one has the recoiled energy from a few keV to a hundred keV. Choosing

a representative Eref
R = 10 keV, we obtain the reference dark matter-nucleon scattering

cross section

σrefχN =
(c1 − 2c2)

2 e2 Z2

2πA2

Eref
R m2

p(mT +mχ)
2

mT (mp +mχ)2
≈ 2× 10−49 cm2 , (4.9)

for 129
54 Xe and the muon case with mχ = 50GeV, mφ = 100GeV and λ = 1. The current

LUX results are not sensitive to this cross section. We therefore do not show the direct

detection constraints on the Majorana fermion case in our plots.

For the complex scalar case, the dominant contribution can be related to the charge

radius operator

L ⊃ C ∂µX∂νX†Fµν , (4.10)

with the matched coefficient as C(mei ,mψ) and the formula

C(m1,m2) =
λ2 e

16π2

[

m4
1 − 6m2

1m
2
2 +m4

2

(m2
1 −m2

2)
3

− 4(m2
1 +m2

2)(m
4
1 − 5m2

1m
2
2 +m4

2)

3(m2
1 −m2

2)
4

ln

(

m1

m2

)]

,

(4.11)

where C(m1,m2) ∝ (m1 −m2) in the limit of m1 −m2 ≪ 0. In the limit of m1 ≪ m2,

one has

C(m1,m2) = − λ2 e

16π2m2
2

[

1 +
2

3
ln

(

m2
1

m2
2

)]

. (4.12)

The spin-independent dark matter-nucleus differential scattering cross section, at the lead-

ing order in v2, is calculated to be

dσ

dER
=
Z2 e2C2(mei ,mψ)mT

16π v2
F 2
E(q

2) , (4.13)

which has the same v2 dependence as the ordinary spin-independent scattering. We obtain

the total scattering cross section and the averaged dark matter-nucleon cross sections

σXT =
Z2 e2C2(mei ,mψ)µ

2
XT

8π
, σXN =

Z2 e2C2(mei ,mψ)µ
2
XN

A2 8π
. (4.14)

The constraints on the model parameter space from LUX [17] are shown in figure 7.
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5 Dark matter indirect detection

The indirect detection of dark matter tries to observe the excess of events in cosmic rays. If

the dark matter annihilation cross section is not p-wave suppressed, this is the most efficient

way to test the “WIMP miracle”. For the three dark matter cases considered in this paper,

we only have the Dirac fermion case with a large indirect detection signal. We therefore

work out the relevant predictions in the Lepton Portal models for the Dirac fermion dark

matter. We also note that we have not considered the case of a degenerate spectrum with

co-annihilation. Future indirect detection results from CTA [31] could serve as the leading

approach to uncover this region of parameter space as emphasized in ref. [32, 33].

The primary bounds on the Lepton Portal models from indirect detection come from

measurements of the high-energy positron flux. Most astrophysical processes generate

more electrons than positrons, while dark matter annihilations in the Lepton Portal model

produce them in equal amounts, leading to a distinctive excess in the positron fraction,

particularly at high energies for relatively heavy dark matter.

Several experiments have measured the positron fraction at high energies, but the

cleanest measurement for the region of interest was performed by the AMS-02 experiment.

They observed a rise in the positron fraction above 10GeV that cannot be conclusively

explained by known astrophysical sources [18] (see ref. [34] for PAMELA results and ref. [35]

for Fermi-LAT results). The leading candidate SM explanation for this excess at the

time of this publication is the generation and acceleration of positrons in pulsars [36].

The possibility that this excess is due to annihilations or decays of dark matter particles

remains allowed.

Portions of Lepton Portal parameter space are excluded by the AMS-02 data regardless

of the origin of the positron fraction rise, simply by virtue of the fact that they produce a

positron flux larger than observed. We determine the portion of parameter space excluded

by the AMS-02 results in this section.

We begin by calculating the differential flux of positrons and electrons due to dark

matter annihilation in the Lepton Portal model. For a given annihilation cross-section, the

flux is given by [37]

Φe±(E) = B
ve

4πb(E)

1

2

(

ρ⊙
MDM

)2 ∫ MDM

E

dE′finj,e±(E
′) I
[

λD(E,E
′)
]

. (5.1)

The particle physics inputs to this calculation are encoded entirely in the dark matter

mass, MDM, the injection spectrum, finj, and the electron/positron velocity, ve ≈ c. The

dark matter injection spectrum is given by

finj,e±(E) =
∑

k

〈σv〉k
dNk

e±

dE
, (5.2)

where the sum is over processes with an electron/positron in the final state, 〈σv〉k is

the thermally averaged cross-section for annihilation via process k, and dNk
e±
/dE is the

expected number of electrons/positrons with energy between E and E + dE produced by

– 9 –
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the annihilation. For the case DM + DM → e+e−, using the fact that the annihilations

occur between non-relativistic DM particles, we find

dNk
e+

dE
=
dNk

e−

dE
= δ(E −MDM) . (5.3)

The muon and tau cases have been studied in ref. [38]. For the muon case,

dNk
e+

dE
=
dNk

e−

dE
=

1

3MDM
(5− 9x2 + 4x3)× θ(MDM − E) , (5.4)

where x = E/MDM and θ is the Heaviside theta function. For the tau case, the spectrum

is generated using Pythia [39] and is fitted by [38]

dNk
e+

dE
=
dNk

e−

dE
=

1

MDM
(e−97.716x5+223.389x4−193.748x3+82.595x2−22.942x+2.783

+ e−15.575x3+15.79x2−18.083x+0.951)θ(MDM − E) . (5.5)

The remaining factors in eq. (5.1) are purely astrophysical. B, taken to be 1, is a boost

factor that accounts for possible local clumping of dark matter. The energy loss coefficient

b(E) = E2/(GeV · τE) with τE = 1016 s, is defined by the diffusion equation

∂f

∂t
−K(E)∇2f − ∂

∂E
[b(E)f ] = Q , (5.6)

where K(E) is the diffusion coefficient and Q is the annihilation injection term. ρ⊙ is

the local dark matter density. I is the “halo function”, depending on the diffusion length

λD. All of these quantities are described and fit to functions in [37, 40] for a variety of

assumptions ranging from conservative to optimistic. In this study, we use the flux as

determined by the min, med, and max set of assumptions from [40] to represent minimal,

medium, and maximal fluxes attainable by varying the astrophysical assumptions.

We now determine the excluded regions of Lepton Portal parameter space assuming

that the observed flux is enitrely due to SM processes. To be conservative regarding

astrophysical positron sources, we determine that a model is excluded if it predicts a

total positron flux more than 2σ in excess of that measured by AMS-02 in any energy

bin (see refs. [41, 42] for model-independent constraints). The total number of positrons

predicted by AMS-02 is given by the product of the fraction spectrum [18] and the e−+ e+

spectrum [19]
dΦe+

dE
|AMS = fe+,AMS(E)

dΦe−+e+

dE
|AMS . (5.7)

Majorana fermion and complex scalar dark matter cases have a velocity-suppressed

annihilation cross-section, ensuring that the indirect detection signal is too small to be ob-

served. For Dirac fermion dark matter, non-zero s-wave annihilation leads to constraints

from AMS-02. The formula for the annihilation cross-section in the non-relativistic limit

is given by eq. (3.1) for a Dirac Fermion by neglecting the p-wave parts. As a benchmark,

we also take the coupling λ = 1. The resulting constraints under the conservative set of

assumptions are shown in figure 3. One can see that our conservative constraints require
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Figure 3. Indirect detection constraints on the Lepton Portal model for the Dirac fermion dark

matter with coupling to (a) electrons; (b) muons; (c) taus. The left and right outer dashed lines

represent the “minimal” and “maximal” astrophysical assumptions, respectively. The middle and

solid line represents the “medium” astrophysical assumption.
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Figure 4. Left panel: Feynman diagram for the complex scalar mediator production and decay in

the fermion dark matter models. Right panel: the production cross sections for the complex scalar

and vector-like fermion mediators at the LHC.

the mediator masses to be above 100-300GeV for different flavor and propagation model

assumptions. For the electron coupling case, the limits for the three different propaga-

tion models are similar to each other. This is because the electron/positron propagation

difference decreases at an energy close to the dark matter mass and the constraints from

AMS-02 mainly come from high energy bins.

6 Collider constraints and searches

At hadron colliders, the signature of Lepton Portal models comes from pair productions of

the mediator via the Drell-Yan process. The produced mediator particles then decay into

the dark matter particles plus leptons. The signature at hadron colliders is thus same-flavor,

opposite-sign dilepton plus missing transverse energy, which is also the standard signature

for searching for sleptons in the MSSM at colliders. We show the production and decay

processes in the left panel of figure 4 for a complex scalar mediator. In the right-panel of
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figure 4, we show the production cross sections of mediators, φ and ψ, for different masses

at the LHC with both 8TeV and 14TeV center of mass energy. The φ + φ∗ production

cross section is the same as a single-flavor right-handed slepton in MSSM [43, 44]. In

the complex scalar dark matter case, the fermion mediator can be thought as a vector-

like fermion with the same electroweak quantum number as the right-handed electron. Its

production cross sections are much larger than the scalar mediator one with the same mass.

We will show later that the discovery sensitivity for this case is much better than the scalar

mediator case.

Both ATLAS and CMS colaborations have searches for new physics in the ℓ+ℓ−+MET

channel. The latest results from ATLAS with 20.3 fb−1 at 8TeV have constrained the

selectron and smuon masses to be above around 240GeV [45] for a light neutralino mass

by summing the signal events from both selectron and smuon. For the Lepton Portal model

with coupling only to a single flavor lepton, the signal production cross section is reduced by

a factor of two. As a result, the constraint on the mediator mass is weaker and is around

170GeV. A similar result has been obtained by the CMS collaboration [46], although

different kinematic variables were used. The CMS collaboration has usedMCT⊥ [47], which

is related to the contransverse massMCT [48] (see also ref. [49] for the super-razor variable).

On the other hand, the ATLAS collaboration has used the MT2 [50–53] variable to reduce

the SM backgrounds (see also refs. [54–57] for recent applications on searching for stops).

In our analysis, we concentrate on following the analysis of the ATLAS collaboration and

use the MT2 variable to explore the discovery and exclusion sensitivities at both 8TeV and

14TeV LHC.

Other than the basic cuts on selecting the objects, the ATLAS searches have required

two leptons with opposite signs and either the same or different flavors. They also veto

events with a jet above 20GeV, events with |mℓℓ −mZ | < 10GeV and events with MT2 <

90(110)GeV. After those cuts, the main backgrounds are from diboson productions. The

dilepton MT2 variable will be the most sensitive one for searching for higher mediator

masses at the 14TeV. It is defined as

MT2 = min











⋃

~pT
1
+~pT

2
= ~Emiss

T

max
[

MT (~pℓ1 , ~p
T
1 ),MT (~pℓ2 , ~p

T
2 )
]











, (6.1)

with the transverse mass in terms of the lepton momentum ~pℓi and the guessed missing

particle (massless) transverse momentum ~pTi . As we know from the discovery of the W

gauge boson, the transverse mass of the electron and neutrino is bounded from above by

the W gauge boson mass [58–61]. Imposing a cut on MT2 to be above the W gauge boson

mass can therefore dramatically reduce the dominant diboson backgrounds. The tail of

the dilepton MT2 becomes the leading background, especially for a heavy mediator mass,

as can be seen in figure 5. To estimate the current bounds on this model, we calculate

LO cross-sections for the full process using MadGraph [62] using a model constructed by

FeynRules [63]. The events are showered and hadronized using Pythia [39], then the

hadrons are clustered into jets using PGS [64].
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Figure 5. Left panel: the dilepton MT2 distributions for the diboson background and the signal

events. The missing particle mass is assumed to be zero. The blue and dashed line is from the

fitted function in eq. (6.2) with η = 2.0. The vertical and dotted line indicates the reference W

gauge boson mass. Right panel: the same as the left one but for the 14TeV LHC together with the

tt̄ background. The same value η = 2.0 is used for the fit function of eq. (6.2).

Motivated by the method of measuring the W gauge boson width using the transverse

tail distribution [61, 65], we suspect that the tail of MT2 should be generated from off-shell

W gauge bosons and could follow the general Breit-Wigner distribution. We introduce the

following parametrical function to fit the tail distribution

F (MT2) =
N0

[

ηM2
T2 −M2

W

]2
+ η2M4

T2 Γ
2
W /M

2
W

. (6.2)

Here, N0 is the overall normalization and η > 1 is suggested by the fact that the invariant

mass of the W gauge boson propagator is above the corresponding transverse mass. In

figure 7, one can see that this Breit-Wigner distribution fits the tail pretty well. With a

better understanding of the main background, the discovery reach of Lepton Portal dark

matter can be extended.

We simulate the signal and background events at the 14TeV LHC and work out the

90% CL exclusion region on the model parameter space for 100 fb−1 luminosity in the left

panel of figure 6 and figure 7 for fixed λ = 1. Specifically, for a given mass point, we have

calculated the sensitivities for three different cuts: MT2 ≥ 100, 200, 300GeV and chosen

the most sensitive one as the potential reach. We also translate the LHC reach into the

potential constraints on the dark matter-nucleon scattering cross section in the right panel

of figure 6 and figure 7. For both Dirac fermion and complex scalar dark matter cases, the

LHC searches have a better sensitivity for a light dark matter with a mass below 10GeV.

For the complex scalar dark matter case, the LHC has a better reach than direct detection

experiments with dark matter masses up to around 500GeV. This is due to the large

production cross sections of vector-like fermion mediators at the LHC. The LHC reaches

for the electron and muon cases are not different significantly from each other. The electron

case has a larger acceptance and hence a better limit.

The collider constraints for the Majorana fermion dark matter case are identical to

the Dirac fermion case, since the mediator production cross section determines the sen-
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Figure 7. The same as figure 6 but for the complex scalar case. Because of the p-wave suppression

of the dark matter annihilation cross section, the indirect detection constraints become very weak

and are not shown here.

sitivity. As discussed in eq. (4.9), the direct detection cross section is very small for the

Majorana fermion case. The indirect detection is p-wave suppressed or suppressed by

O(v2/c2 ≈ 10−6). The collider search is the most relevant one and can probe a large region

of unexplored parameter space.

7 Discussion and conclusions

We want to first emphasize the importance of colliders for discovering or excluding the

Lepton Portal dark matter. The signature with the same-flavor and opposite-sign dilepton

plus missing energy is a pretty clean one. The MT2 cut can be imposed to make almost

background free. As a result, the discovery reach is purely determined by the signal pro-

duction cross section times the acceptance. For a large mass splitting between dark matter

and its partner, the signal acceptance is large, so the discovery reach is limited by the

signal cross section. From figure 4, one can see a large increase of the mediator production
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cross sections from 8TeV to 14TeV and a discovery of dark matter signals at the LHC

may happen in the near future.

In our analysis, we have considered both the electron and muon cases and neglected

the tau lepton case. We anticipate a slightly weaker limit from the LHC because of the

tau-tagging and mis-tagging efficiencies. Another parameter region that we have ignored is

the co-annihilation region. The collider searches become less sensitive because the leptons

from the mediator decays are either too soft to pass the basic cuts or generate insufficient

MT2 and would be buried in the SM backgrounds. In the extremely degenerate region, one

could include an additional jet, photon, W and Z gauge bosons from initial state radiation

to gain sensitivity.

In summary, we have studied Lepton Portal dark matter for three cases: Majorana

fermion, Dirac fermion and complex scalar dark matter. For direct detection, the majorana

fermion case has a very small predicted event rate because of the leading operator of the

dark matter coupling to photon has an additional velocity suppression. On the other

hand, the direct detection signals for the Dirac fermion and complex scalar cases are not

suppressed. In terms of indirect detection, since only the Dirac fermion case has non-zero

s-wave annihilation, AMS-02 has the best coverage for its model parameter space. At

colliders, the LHC has better reaches for the light dark matter mass region than the direct

detection experiments. For the complex scalar case, the 14TeV LHC with 100 fb−1 can

cover mediator masses up to 800GeV and provides a constraint on spin-independent dark

matter-nucleon scattering cross section as low as 2× 10−46 cm2 for dark matter masses up

to 500GeV and a unit coupling.
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A Non-relativistic correspondence of photon couplings

At v = 0, it is well known that there are only four ways in which a particle with spin ~S

can couple to the electromagnetic field: charge operator Φ, electric dipole moment e ~S · ~E,

magnetic dipole moment e ~S · ~B, and anapole moment e ~S · (∇ × ~B).5 The properties of

these operators under C, P and T are shown for future reference in table 1.

In the non-relativistic limit, any operator coupling χ̄, χ, and Aµ should reduce to

one or more of the above forms, up to corrections of O([∇2]i) (radius corrections) and

5In principle, there could also be magnetic monopoles, in concert with “electric” anapoles. Magnetic

monopoles violate P and T . Electric anapoles violate C and T . Without magnetic monopoles, there is no

operator that violates C and T .
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Operator C P T

eΦ + + +

e ~S · ~E + − −
e ~S · ~B + + +

e ~S · (∇× ~B) − − +

Table 1. C, P , T properties of the non-relativistic couplings to photons.

O([~v]i) which are fixed by Lorentz invariance. Based on the C, P and T properties of a

given operator, one can determine which operator contributes. For any non-renormalizable

operator, there cannot be a direct correspondence to Φ, since gauge invariance demands

dependence on ~E and ~B only. There may, however, still be charge radius terms from

∇ · ~E = ∇2Φ.

Coming back to the operators O1 and O2 from eq. (4.1), we further break these opera-

tors up to highlight their contributions from operators with different C, P and T properties.

We define

eOV
1 = e (χ̄γµ∂νχ+ h.c.)Fµν ,

eOA
1 = −e (χ̄γµγ5∂νχ+ h.c.)Fµν ,

eOV
2 = e ǫµναβ(iχ̄γ

µ∂νχ+ h.c.)Fαβ ,

eOA
2 = −e ǫµναβ(iχ̄γµγ5∂νχ+ h.c.)Fαβ . (A.1)

Then operators OV
1 and OA

2 have the same C, P and T properties of a charge or a magnetic

dipole operator, while OA
1 and OV

2 have the properties of an anapole. OV
1 can easily be

rewritten using integration by parts as χ̄γµχ∂νF
µν = Jµχ ∂νF

µν , making the correspondence

to the charge radius operator evident. OA
2 , on the other hand, contains the axial current

which is proportional to spin in the non-relativistic limit; it maps onto a magnetic dipole

operator. To order v0, we then have

eOV
1 ≈ e ξ†ξ∇ · ~E ,

eOA
1 ≈ −e ξ†~Sξ · (∇× ~B) ,

eOV
2 ≈ 2e ξ†~Sξ · (∇× ~B) ,

eOA
2 ≈ −4me ξ†~Sξ · ~B, (A.2)

where ξ is the fermion wave-function, such that e ξ̄ξ is the charge density and e ξ†~Sξ is the

magnetization.

It may be further worth noting that these operators are not all independent. We have

the following exact identities:

2OA
1 +OV

2 = 0 , 2OV
1 +OA

2 = 2mOdipole , (A.3)

where Odipole = χ̄σµνχFµν is the dimension-five anomalous magnetic moment operator.

These are obtained using gamma matrix identities and the Dirac equation.
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B Lepton g − 2

In this appendix, we consider additional contributions to the lepton anomalous magnetic

moments, which could also set constraints on our model parameters. Among the different

flavors, the one that provides the most stringent constraint is the aµ = (g − 2)µ/2. On

the other hand, there is a disagreement of more than 3σ between the theoretical prediction

and the experimental measurement on this quantity. The latest analysis of the hadronic

contributions gives an SM prediction of [66]

aSMµ = (11659182.8± 4.9)× 10−10 , (B.1)

while the experimental measured value is higher and is [67, 68]

aEXP
µ = (11659208.9± 6.3)× 10−10 . (B.2)

The difference is

aEXP
µ − aSMµ = (26.1± 8.0)× 10−10 , (B.3)

which corresponds to a 3.3σ discrepancy (see ref. [69] for a recent review and lattice QCD

calculations for the SM prediction).

The lepton-portal dark matter could explain such a discrepancy. We check both pa-

rameter space that can fit the data and are allowed by the aµ data. For Majorana (also for

Dirac) fermion dark matter, the calculation has been done in the MSSM. The loop diagram

from the dark matter and its partner has a negative contribution to aµ as [70, 71]

δa(χ,φ)µ = −
λ2m2

µ

16π2m2
φ

[

1− 6x+ 3x2 + 2x3 − 6x2 lnx

6 (1− x)4

]

, (B.4)

with x ≡ m2
χ/m

2
φ. In the region with degenerate masses, x = 1, the part in the brackets

becomes 1/12. We show a few contours in the mχ −mφ plane in the left panel of figure 8

for the fixed Yukawa coupling λ = 1. Although the fermionic dark matter case cannot

explain the (g− 2)µ anomaly, the dark matter contribution does not dramatically increase

the discrepancy for a modest λ.

For the complex scalar dark matter case, the loop diagram from dark matter and its

partner gives a positive contribution to aµ, which is given by

δa(X,ψ)µ =
λ2m2

µ

16π2m2
X

[

2 + 3x− 6x2 + x3 + 6x lnx

6 (1− x)4

]

, (B.5)

with x ≡ m2
X/m

2
ψ. In the limit of x = 1, the value in the bracket becomes 1/12. With a

large value of the coupling λ = 2.5 and a light dark matter partner mass around 150GeV,

we show that the (g − 2)µ anomaly can be explained by the dark matter contribution in

the right panel of figure 8. However, the LUX results have significantly constrained this

(g − 2)µ-favored region.
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